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1. Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to provide Committee with an update on recent developments
within the Building For The Future delivery framework and proposals to mitigate the impact.
It also confirms the status of the current procurement review, commenced in early 2015, to
replace the current framework vehicle and associated links within to future proposed
specifications, including scope to allow for modular build development.

2. Background

2.1. The Building For The Future Programme is currently procured through a Framework
Agreement with three Contractors, namely Graham Construction Limited, Lovell
Partnerships Limited and Wates Construction Limited. The Framework was
established on the basis of two years with the option to extend for a further two
years' period (reviewed annually). The initial two years' period expired on 4 March
2015 and all three Contractors were contacted and established that they would be
prepared to extend the Framework for a further one year period. All three
Contractors emailed their agreement and a report, recommending the one year
extension was presented to and approved by Committee on 29 January 2015.

2.2. Reference is also made to the report that was approved at Housing & Social Work
Committee in April 2014 where it was agreed to tender one site (St Aloysius PS,
Chapelhall) outwith the current Framework as a pilot project on a Novated Design
and Build basis. The procurement process for this project is underway and will be
reported to Committee in due course. The same report also set out proposals for the
procurement of a third Framework Agreement, involving six contractors and with
greater flexibility in terms of the level of design work that would be carried out prior to
tender. Given recent changes in market conditions, and recent experience in terms
of the operation of the current Framework, it was considered appropriate to review
the proposed future procurement arrangements for the Building For The Future
programme as agreed at April 2014 Committee.

2.3. As part of this review, a procurement review workshop was held on 16 January 2015
with a range of new build stakeholders and contractors to inform future options to
replace the existing framework. This included an analysis of fast developing market
conditions and wider trends and contract forms across new build development in
Scotland. Actions arising from this event are currently being progressed to provide a
more effective delivery mechanism for the next phase of the Building For The Future
programme.

2.4 In relation to current awards and developments within the existing framework, Wates
Construction Limited approached the Service on 11 February 2015 and indicated
that they had reviewed their position and were no longer prepared to extend the
current Framework agreement. In addition, they were not prepared to stand by the



tenders that they had submitted for sites at Coltness, Tannochside, Harthill, Kildrum
and Cedar unless they were allowed to increase values by 12%. It was noted that
they were prepared to complete the three developments currently awarded to them
that are on site (Belvidere, Glencairn and St Patrick's PS).

2.5. Wates Construction Limited explained that their decision was based on changing
market conditions over the past 4 months which would result in them losing
significant amounts of money across all contracts (including contracts currently on
site). Accordingly, they were currently re−profiling engagement in all Scottish based
contracts (including North Lanarkshire).

2.6. Following ongoing discussions, Wates Construction Limited subsequently submitted
a letter dated 22 February 2015 (Appendix 1) formally withdrawing their submitted
tenders for the sites at Coltness, Tannochside, Kildrum, Cedar Road and Harthill.
The letter confirmed their commitment to the three sites currently under construction
including the defects liability periods, and the Professional Services Contracts for the
sites at Tannochside and Coltness within which they were engaged. The letter also
intimated that they would now not be formally terminating their involvement in the
current Framework Agreement. This element is largely immaterial as the
procurement review had already informed actions to move to a different form of
future contract.

2.7. In line with these developments, the current position with submitted tenders is as
follows:−(i)

Coltness and Tannochside

Wates Construction Limited will fulfil their contractual obligations, under the
Professional Services Contract, to complete the design development stage
for both sites and obtain all statutory consents (e.g. Planning Permission,
Building Warrants etc).

(ii) Harthill, Kildrum and Cedar

Wates Construction Limited and Lovell Partnerships Limited submitted
tenders for the three sites and, following a price/quality evaluation, Wates
Construction Limited were identified as the successful Contractor for all three
sites.

2.8. Current Position With Next Batch of Tenders

(i) Alexandra PS, St Ambrose HS and Old School Court

Tender documents are ready but their issue has been put on hold. We are
currently developing a proposal to undertake a separate procurement
exercise outwith the Framework as informed by the review workshop and all
proposals will be agreed before commencement.

(ii) Brown Road, Calder PS and New Stevenston PS

Site investigations and preparation of the design briefs are well underway.
We are currently developing a proposal to undertake a separate procurement
exercise outwith the Framework as informed by the review workshop and all
proposals will be agreed before commencement.



3. Proposals I Considerations

3.1. Proposed actions to address current issues and mitigate impact on Building For The
Future Programme.

(i) Coltness and Tannochside

Conclude the Professional Services Contract with Wates Construction Limited
and invite Graham Construction Limited and Lovell Partnerships Limited to
tender for both sites within the current Framework or invite tenders from the
market place if required.

(ii) Harthill, Kildrum and Cedar

Award the Professional Services Contracts to the second placed Contractor
(Lovell Partnerships Limited), under the current Framework, to complete the
design development stage for the three sites and obtain all statutory
consents. Thereafter, we will issue a Works order to Lovell Partnerships
Limited for each of the three sites to undertake the construction phase.

(iii) Alexandra PS, St Ambrose HS and Old School Court

Appoint a short term external design team to provide proposals for each site
complete with Planning Permission. In future, it is anticipated that
architectural input will be delivered by in−house Project Services personnel,
following completion of the current recruitment process. By undertaking more
of the design work prior to tendering, it is anticipated that this will help attract
wider market interest in future procurement phases.

As set out in 2.8 above, and following completion of the initial design
development, it is then proposed to invite tenders from the open market
place. Due to the value of work this will require to be advertised through
OJEU.

An anticipated timeline has been developed to procure both the design team
and the Contractor to deliver the 74 new homes on these three sites.

(iv) Brown Road, Calder PS and New Stevenston PS

Utilise the same procurement route as adopted for the three sites at 3.1 (iii).

As set out in 2.8 above, and following completion of the initial design
development, it is then proposed to invite tenders from the open market
place. Due to the value of work this will require to be advertised through
OJEU.

An anticipated timeline has been developed to procure both the design team
and the Contractor to deliver the 70 new homes on these three sites.

3.2. Housing Property will continue to liaise with Procurement regarding all ongoing
developments.

3.3. It is our intention to replace the current Framework with a different procurement
vehicle to deliver the remainder of the Building For The Future programme and we
have undertaken the following actions, as detailed in paragraphs 3.4 to 3.10, to
progress matters.



3.4. As outlined, a recent procurement workshop was held within Philip Murray Road and
a number of Contractors who had either successfully or unsuccessfully tendered for
inclusion in Framework 1 or 2 were invited along to contribute to a review of the
current/previous Frameworks and options for future procurement strategies. The
workshop was also attended by Housing Services, Planning and Regeneration &
Environmental Services.

3.5. The workshop identified some of the problems which undoubtedly influenced Wates
Construction Limited's subsequent decision in respect of the current Framework,
with many other parties commenting and evidencing the rapidly evolving construction
marketplace.

3.6. We have been aware of other issues within the current Framework and these were
taken into account when preparing the agenda for the procurement workshop. This
included historical limited engagement from contractors within the framework.

3.7. We are currently concluding our review of future procurement and the proposals
detailed within paragraph 3.1 have already been informed by stakeholder
discussions.

3.8. We intend to encourage and further support both new technology and wider
construction methods, including partial or full modular housing considerations, in our
next phase Building For The Future Programme to deliver the most appropriate and
cost effective construction solution to meet the council's needs, across varying sites
and conditions. These will be assessed on a case by case basis.

3.9. This includes the much wider incorporation of output technical specifications to
encourage innovation and the demonstration of best value within future contractor
supply chains engaged within the programme. This will create greater diversity
within the finished product which in itself will inform wider technical review and
refinement as programmes further evolve.

3.10. It should be noted that any changes to the physical delivery of the council's new
houses will be market driven and only introduced if it does not have a detrimental
impact on the ability of the programme to deliver the required number of new houses
within the required timescale, budget and quality standards.

4. Financial /Personnel I Legal I Policy I Equalities Implications

4.1. In accordance with the council's standing orders, the Executive Director of Corporate
Services, in consultation with the Convenor of Housing & Social Work Services, can
appoint the successful contractor following completion of the evaluation process.

4.2. The funding for the contracts detailed are contained within the Housing Revenue
Account.

4.3. The proposals support the Council's Corporate Plan priorities and Local Housing
Strategy priorities. The proposals also help the Council meet its equalities
obligations as the new affordable housing will include purpose built housing to meet
particular needs and all properties will be built to Housing for Varying Needs
standards making them more accessible for anyone with a mobility difficultly.



5. Recommendations

It is recommended that theCommittee:−(I)

Note the actions underway to mitigate the impact of developments within the existing
Framework on the Building For The Future Programme and;

(ii) Note the future move towards a wholly revised (non−framework based) procurement
model.

Des Murray
Head of Housing Property
9 March 2015

For further information on this report, please contact Ian Gillespie, Acting Project Services
Manager on 01698 504086.



Appendix 1 Letter from Wates Construction Ltd dated 22 February 2015

wates'

construction

22nd February 2015

North Lanarkshire Council
Philip Murray Road
BelIshill
MI−4 3PA

Westcourt
Geldard Road
Leeds
LS12 6DB

Tel: 0133231 1880

For the attention of Mr Des Murray

Dear Sirs,

Tender Offers Coltness, Tannochside, Kildrum, Cedar Road, Harthill

Further to our letters 10th and 111h February 2015 copies enclosed, and our meeting on 11th
February 2015.

Given the substantial increasing costs at St Patrick's Kilsyth which are to be resolved
between the parties and continuing sharp rise in inflationary costs Wates formally withdraw
all offers on the above 5 schemes.

As email dated 17 th February 2015 Wates will continue to fulfil all contractual obligations
including defect rectification during the defects period on St Patricks, Belivere and Glencairn.
We will also complete the design obligations as the PSC on Tannochside and Coltness.

It is not our intention at this time to formally terminate the Framework Agreement as we wish
to discuss with yourselves future arrangements and opportunities for both parties to work
together in the future.

Yours faithfully,
For and on behalf of Wates Construction Ltd

Craig Eames
Regional Commercial Director


